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ANNEXURE-I 
SCRUTINY COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW  AND UPDATION OF MINING PLAN  RAMGAD IRON ORE MINE 
OF M/S ZEENATH TRANSPORT COMPANY, OVER AN AREA OF 50 HA AS PER THE LEASE DEED & 49.73 
HA AS PER THE CEC SKETCH, M.L. NO. 2547, IN VILLAGE RAMGAD, SANDUR TALUK, RAMGAD RANGE 
RESERVE FOREST, IN BELLARY DISTRICT, KARNATAKA STATE. SUBMITTED UNDER RULE 17(1) OF MCR, 
2016. CATEGORY OF THE MINE IS A (FM-FULLY MECHANISED MINE, FOR THE PERIOD IS 2017-18 TO 
2021-22. NON-CAPTIVE MINE. 

COVER PAGE 
1. It should be written as review and up-dation of mining plan, instead of just review of mining plan. 
Besides, specify clearly the name of the reserve forest, instead of giving just reserve forest. 
2. The lease extended period indicated need to be specified the latest MMDR, amended Act, 2015. 
3. Whether captive or Non-captive should be indicated. 
4. While submitting the final copy of the document, that month should be indicated, i.e. tentatively 
November, 2016.  

GENERAL 
5. Para 1, under general, the introductory information furnished on the background of the ML grant 
and the subsequent changes with the previous approval on enhancement of the production as per 
CEC and the change in the ML period up to 26.04.2057. But in the present submission, whether any 
change in the reserves/ resources, exploration are not dealt, except the same previous approved 
production as per CEC.   
6. Para 1(f), wherein the rule 22c of MCR 1960 to be replaced with 15 of MCR, 2016. Table-2, leases 
held by the lessee should be given instead of applicant.  
7. Para 2(a), the lat/ long of corner pillar No.1 is given, it is expected that, all the corner pillars of the 
ML area may be placed in the text in a table format for reference.   
8. The reserve forest needs to be specified with name of the RF for easy reference.  
9. In table-9, the production & the development proposed & achieved reveals that, in both the cases, 
achievement is less, what is the reason, for not able to meet the target may be justified with reasons. 
Besides, in the 2nd column, the totaling is not given correctly.  
 

PART-A 
10. Para 1(i), under future exploration programme, whatever the proposals made for 2016-17 may be 
changed to 2017-18 period, to be appropriate, since the previous ensuing period is nearing 
completions.  
11. Para 1(j), under table-14A, the reserves/ resources have been taken together, and reported in 
column 2 & 3, whereas in the 4th column indicated for reserves only, under UNFC category as 111 is 
not appropriate. This must be separated for reserves, resources & BHQ reserves/ resources for clarity 
of the ore with respective grade. Separate reserves/ resources must be separated.  
12. Para 1(l), mineral reserves/ resources presented in table-15 must be replaced with the latest 
report calculation as on 1.11.2016, considering the depleted tonnage for reserves/ resources and 
updated for knowing the reserves.  
13. Para 1(l)(c), wherein it is given that, mineral/ ore blocked due to benches, barriers, pillars etc., 
whereas in the same para further below, it is also given that, no mineral is blocked due to pillars, 
other statutory barriers etc., is contrary and confusing one, such statement should be avoided in the 
text pars for easy reference.  
14. Page-22, para 1©, the cutoff grade is given as 58% Fe, whereas the thresh hold value is given as 
45% Fe, but the calculation made for assessing the reserves/ resources reveals from the table-16 & 17 
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is  +45%Fe. If it is so, how the cutoff grade arrived may be explained. Table-17 must be re-calculated 
showing the reserves & resources with grade as on 1.11.2016. 
15. Para 2A(a), In the proposed method of excavation, though the pit geometry proposed, in addition 
to that, the slope of faces, direction of advancement, approach to the faces & specification of roads, 
etc., to be marked. Also, the existing dumps parameters spread, height, slope protective works etc., 
to be marked. Besides, year wise/ bench wise, mRL wise, opening reserve, exploitation & the closing 
balance may be tabulated for the five years. 
16. Para 2(b), the cutoff grade for this mine is given as +45%Fe, whereas in para 1(c), page-22 it is 
given as +58%Fe. Care should be taken to furnish the information without any difference or 
ambiguity. In the light of the above remarks, the tables-18 and other related tables, calculations in 
reserves and productions may be attended wherever applicable. 
17. Para 2(II), under dump re-handling, it is given no proposals; justification may be given with 
appropriate reasons. Further, the existing old dumps present in the mine need to be reassessed for 
the quality/ quantity of the materials by sampling for its future handling. 
18. Para 2©, must be attended in line with the remarks given in para 2A(a). Similarly, para 2(d) need 
to be attended with pit geometry. 
19. Page-31, under blasting, nothing reported on powder factor, without which how the calculation of 
explosives were made for the blast/ day/month/ year and for five years is not clear for 
understanding. The total requirements indicated are not accepted.  
20. Table-22A, wherein the protective measures given, but for the retaining wall & the garland drain, 
except length, other dimensions are not reported.  
21. The present dimension of the workings and the conceptual working size may be indicated, 
considering all the factors. Besides, the table-23 given with the size of the excavations, and in 
comparison to the size indicated in the anticipated life of the mine, it is not matching. 
22. Page-38, under reclamation & rehabilitation, no proposals is given until the entire ore is exploited 
is accepted, but part proposals may be drawn in the mine, where the pit is working from one end to 
the other end, depends on the continuity of the ore body/ ore geometry, planning may be drawn as 
long term & short term planning for reclamation & rehabilitation in part from one end, when 
production in other end.  
23. table-28, need to be presented with clarity for understanding. Table-30 need to be attended in 
line with the annual returns submitted by the company for the year 2015-16. 
24. table-33, need to be completed in all respects, whichever the work completed as on date may be 
entered completed, instead of keeping blank.  
25. Para 4(a), under mineral rejects and the subgrade may be attended suitably, referring the remarks 
given above, if applicable. 
26. Para (C), need to be attended in line with conceptual reclamation & rehabilitation proposals and 
also need to attend to Sl.no.22 remarks as above.  
27. Para 8.3.1, under mined out land, also under progressive reclamation plan, just with plantations 
will not come under reclamation and rehabilitations, it is essential some mined out land at present or 
in future need to be put to use for back filling with waste/ water is called reclamation, and followed 
by using the land to some useful purposes or bringing back to original topography will be called 
rehabilitations.   
 

ANNEXURES 
28. Number of pages in each annexure must be indicated with respect to each annexures for easy 
reference, by adding another column at the end of the list of documents enclosed. 
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29. Annexure-VII is not indicated, instead taken VIII, that to be rectified. 
30. Annexure-XA & XB need to be indicated with date in the list serially, without that it is confusing. 
31. Annexure-XV on feasibility report, the reserve/ resources part to be attended in line with the 
scrutiny remarks given above. 
32. Annexure-XVII, given with mine working benches, in addition to that, stacking of fines, lumps, 
waste, reclamation/ back filling in the past may be brought out for reference.  
 

PART-B 
33. Surface Plan (Plate no.3): Stack yards should be numbered & restricted to limited space, from the 
plan it is observed that, three places were marked for stack yard and being used, than the waste 
dump yard. Old stacks/ dumps may be reassessed to utilize the ore left in the past, through screening. 
The stack yard near the office may be restricted and provision may be given for mining. This plan 
should be prepared as per rule 28(1) (a) of MCDR, 88.   
34. Geological Plan (Plate no.4): The UPL marked need to be reassessed, based on the latest 
development and also on the basis of future exploration proposals, to increase the reserves/ 
resources & the production, ultimately to increase the life of the mine. The area demarked for G2 
scale of exploration, should be converted to G1 scale. Possibly inactive dump areas should also be at 
depth to prove the mineralization/ non-mineralization.    
35. Geological cross section (Plate no.5): The sectional views drawn for A1-A1’ and A-A’ are found to 
be incomplete, whatever the things falls in the respective sections must be shown accordingly. In the 
light of the above remarks, the other sections should be attended, wherever applicable. 
36. Pit lay out plan (Plate No.6A-2017-18): The proposals drawn for the year 2017-18 should be 
followed as advised during the last inspection, that the existing benches should continue along the 
ore body/ strike length to avoid selective mining.  The G1 area can be broken and continued through 
G2 area, as exploratory mining. Besides, the working benches shown for the year 2017-18 must be 
brought out at the end of 31st March 2018. In the light of the above remarks, all the years’ 
development & production workings must be brought out at the end of 31st march 2022 respectively. 
Similarly, year wise build of dumps status should match to the end of each year as 31st March and in 
the 5th year it should be up to 31st march 2022. In the light of the above remarks, protective works 
should be attended. Approach road to the each bench should be marked. CCOM circular No.4/91 & 
5/91 may be taken full care while preparing these plates. Modified/ updated surface geological plan 
to be used as base plate for preparing these plates. 
37. Yearly sections (Plate No.7): The development/ production sections may be attended in line with 
the above remarks.    
38. Environment Plan (Plate No.8): Should be prepared as per rule 28(5) (b) of MCDR, 88.  
39. Conceptual Plan & Section (Plate No.9): The conceptual plan & section prepared without knowing 
the situations at the time of final closure/ conceptual stage. The existing stack yards will not appear 
at that time, but those things are still continued in this plan. An inactive dump present near the office 
contains some percentage of ore/subgrade, if it is so, that dump should be used gradually to consume 
on the mineral conservation part, instead of that, showing as it is in the conceptual plan is not 
appropriate.  
40. Reclamation Plan (Plate No. 11): Reclamation plan is not prepared in a way it should be showing 
the activities undertaken in the mine has not brought out in the plan. Especially the Conceptual plan/ 
sections prepared showing the water reservoir in the mined out area are all comes under the above 
heading. Besides, the remarks given in the conceptual plan need to be followed for preparing this 
plan. 


